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ABSTRACT
Murder on stage is the first and most theatrical moment known to the theater.
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street takes this effect to a whole other level.
Sweeney Todd is a dark opera that follows the demise of a man through his struggle for
revenge, and his quest to reunite with his family. This thesis will cover, from start to
finish, the entire scenic design process of Temple University’s 2010 production of
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Sweeney Todd is a dark musical based on the book by Hugh Wheeler and
composed by one of the most complex composer of all time, Stephen Sondheim. The
combination of this Victorian urban legend with the frightfully exciting music of
Sondheim brings a true demon to the stage, and his name is Sweeney Todd.
Formerly known as Benjamin Barker, Sweeney Todd returns to London after 15
years of being in prison. He was sent to prison on false charges by Judge Turpin.
Sweeney arrives in London by boat with a young sailor named, Anthony. Anthony had
found Sweeney floating in the ocean and rescued him. After being solicited for sex by an
old and crazy beggar woman, they part ways and Sweeney returns to former home of
Fleet Street. Sadly, he finds nothing more than an empty room. Sweeney meets Ms.
Lovett, the unfortunate owner of the dismal pie shop downstairs. From Ms. Lovett,
Sweeney learns that his wife is dead, and that his daughter Joanna is now a ward of Judge
Turpin. This news send Sweeney into the darkness of his vengeance, and that’s where he
will stay until he has killed Judge Turpin.
Before Sweeney was sentenced to prison, the Judge had seen Lucy and wanted
her for himself. In order to get closer to her, the Judge falsely charges Sweeney and
sends him to prison. The judge tries to show “comfort” for Lucy, but after forcing
himself upon her; she runs away. After this traumatic experience, Lucy goes mad and the
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Judge takes Joanna as his ward. He keeps her locked away in his house. Ms. Lovett
rents the empty room to Sweeney in order for him to set up his barbershop. She also
reveals that she has been holding onto Sweeney’s silver razors and returns them to him.
Benjamin Barker was known as the best barber in London, but under the new name of
Sweeney Todd, he plans to exact his revenge by giving the Judge “the closest shave” he
has ever given.
After winning a shaving contest in the street that was judged by Beadle Bamford,
Judge Turpin's assistant, Sweeney’s revenge plan starts to evolve. Anthony re-enters the
story, when he notices Johanna signing from her window. While watching her, the Judge
and Beadle confront Anthony and then beat him for thinking that she would love him.
Not knowing that this is Sweeney’s daughter, Anthony falls in love with her and asks
Sweeney for help in rescuing her. As per recommendation from Beadle, Judge Turpin
walks into Sweeney’s parlor for a shave. Sweeney is caught off guard by this, but is
ready to carry out his revenge. Unfortunately, Anthony bursts into the parlor,
interrupting Sweeney and reveling to the Judge that Sweeney was “less than honorable”
by aiding Anthony and storms out of the parlor with no desire to return. He also
proclaims to lock Johanna in Fogg’s Asylum, so that there is no chance of Anthony
rescuing her.
One man recognizes the estranged Barker by his silver razors. Signor Adolfo
Perilli, who Sweeney beat in the shaving contest, has come to blackmail Sweeney into
working under him. Perilli, who is also using a false name, used to work for Sweeney
when he was younger. Overwhelmed with rage, Sweeney strangles Perilli and stuffs him
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into a trunk. Perilli's assistant, Tobias, comes into the barbershop to find his master, but
Perilli is not there. Toby, finds it hard to believe that his master has just “suddenly” left,
but after a few tots of gin, the boy becomes docile and falls to sleep.
While contemplating what to do with the body, Lovett plants an idea in Sweeney's
head. Lovett suggests that they use the body for meat in her meat pies. Sweeney could
practice on “less honorable throats” and the pie shop would a steady supply of meat.
Being easily convinced, Sweeney goes along with the idea. Sweeney prepares his parlor
with a new chair that drops bodies directly into the bake house below. The plan proves to
be a success. Sweeney is careful in his choosing of victims and Ms. Lovett, with Toby’s
help, has customers filling her pie shop all day long. All is going according to plan, until
Beadle arrives to investigate what is causing the smell that is coming from the bake house
chimney. Quickly, Sweeney convinces Beadle into a shave. Sweeney slits his throat, and
the chair dumps Beadle’s body down into the bake house. However unknown to
Sweeney, Toby is grinding meat in the bake house. After seeing the body, Toby realizes
what Sweeney and Lovett have been doing and escapes into the sewers.
In an attempt to rescue Johanna from the Asylum, Sweeney plans for Anthony
pose as a barber who is searching for hair to make a wig. Once inside, Anthony would
find Johanna and rescue her. Anthony is to bring Johanna back to the barbershop and
then take her away to marry her. With Sweeney wanting his daughter back and craving
his revenge on the Judge, he sends the Judge a letter apologizing for aiding Anthony and
tells the Judge of Anthony’s plans to rescue Johanna. Sweeney instructs the Judge to
come to the barbershop, where Johanna will be waiting for him.
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Anthony is successful in rescuing Johanna, and takes her to Sweeney’s
barbershop. When Anthony leaves to hire a coach, the beggar woman wonders into the
barbershop, and Johanna hides in a trunk. Sweeney walks into the parlor and finds the
beggar woman. Sweeney kills her and drops her body down the chute. Johanna is found
in the trunk and being dressed as a sailor, Sweeney does not recognize her. After almost
killing her, Johanna runs out of the shop just before the Judge arrives.
Once Sweeney gets the Judge in the chair for a shave, Sweeney relieves his true
identity and kills the Judge. Ms. Lovett then enters and tells Sweeney about Toby and
they begin to search the bake house for him. Seeing the body of the beggar woman,
Sweeney realizes that she is his wife. Ms. Lovett lied to Sweeney about his wife being
dead, and for that Sweeney throws her in the furnace. Having seen all of this, Toby
emerges from the shadows and kills Sweeney. The ensemble takes the stage for the final
moment and reminds us again to, “Attend the tale of Sweeney Todd.”
Production Parameters
When approaching a show, it is important to find out what the limitations,
restrictions, possibilities, and parameters are of the production. Being that Sweeney Todd
was scheduled as the first show of the season, the design had to be completed before
classes let out for the summer. This was so that the shop would be ready to start
construction when classes resumed in the fall. The show had an opening night of October
15th. The design assignments for the season were announced at the beginning of April,
with the deadline for the Sweeney Todd scenic design being set for May 12th, 2011.
These requirements allowed for about a month to design the show.
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Other parameters included; the budget (which was $4000.00 for scenery and
$750.00 for properties), the location (Tomlinson Theater), build time and work force
(Aug 30- Oct 4), and cast size. Tomlinson Theater is a 480-seat proscenium theater. The
proscenium opening is 58' wide and 24' tall. The stage is 55' deep from the upstage wall
to the edge of the movable orchestra pit. The theater also has 26 available line sets for
flying scenery. This is an enormous space, but due to the availability of the rights, we
were only allowed to seat 200 patrons. This reduced our available seating to only the
center section of seating and drastically changed the audience relationship to the stage.
With the help of and under the guidance of graduate assistants, the undergraduate
Tech 1411 class, known as “Welcome Backstage”, is the main work force for the shop.
They are not trained carpenters, but by doing, they are putting into practice what they
learn in their stagecraft class. The skill of your build crew is a very important
consideration while designing. If the crew is inexperienced, this could lead to slow down
in build times and a higher margin for error. These issues can really hurt a show and
waste a lot of valuable rehearsal time. Temple benefits from a large undergraduate pool
of actors, so the director chose to enlarge the number of members in the ensemble. With
a larger cast, a designer must be aware of how each actor will relate to another in the
setting, and also how the ensemble will be used. Often times, designers utilize actors as
living scenery, especially with an ensemble whose job is to watch and participate in the
story telling, to create dramatic and effective images. Now knowing what the limitations
were, work on the design was able to begin.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN PROCESS
Sweeney Todd first opened on Broadway in 1979, and since then, the show has
won many awards including the Tony for “Best Musical” and “Best Original Musical
Composition” (1979), and more recently the Tony for “Best Revival of a Musical”
(2005). With having had such success on Broadway, the research began by investigating
these two shows and what made them work successfully. The original show, designed by
Eugene Lee, is a stunning masterpiece of collaged images and moving scenery. Lee was
looking to create a very industrial setting for this production. He achieved this by
purchasing an old factory in up state New York, and reconfiguring it to work on the
stage. It featured a rolling cube that allowed for the pie shop to be below and Sweeney's
parlor to be on top, which accommodated the disposal of bodies. This show was realistic
in its presentation, and it took you to every location with specificity.
The 2005 revival put a twist on the show and set the characters in an insane
asylum. The characters were all patients telling the story of Sweeney Todd. This design
was much more simplified. It did not use any flying pieces or moving scenery. It was a
simple rectangular playing space with a slatted back wall. Blood was poured back and
forth between buckets to signify a killing. This effect was heavily influenced by Peter
Brook’s 1967 production of Marate/Sade, which was also set in an insane asylum. For
each time the guillotine dropped, ensemble members would pour buckets of paint from
one bucket to another. Both shows were very successful in their telling of this story and
they became very influential as this design progressed.
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Research
In terms of visual research and information, it was decided amongst the design
team that consisted of Jessica Wallace as Lighting Designer, Marian Cooper as Costume
Designer, Peter Reynolds as Director, and myself as Scenic Designer, that we wanted to
stay true to the Victorian period in terms of sets and costumes, but we wanted a very dark
and spooky London. In early conversations, Peter had talked about how fairy tales used
to be cautionary tales, before Disney got to them. These tales would warn children to
behave or something bad would happen to them. He was attracted to the idea that
Sweeney Todd is a cautionary tale about succumbing to rage and revenge, and the
destruction that it causes. Sweeney Todd is layered with many subplots, but the
underlying idea is that Sweeney will not be complete until he has had revenge, which
ultimately causes his demise. Peter gave us the task to find a metaphorical image for our
show. It had to be something that embodied the whole essence of our show.
Now that we had a direction of “dark and spooky”, looking into the Theater Gran
Guignol was the next step of research. The Theater Grand Guignol existed in Paris in
1894, and their main goal was to produce the horrific on stage. The theater realistically
mastered ways in killing, raping, dismemberment, ghostly possessions, gore, and the use
of light, shadows, and fog on stage. The theater closed down after WWII because the
exposure of such violence and graphic images of war no longer made their work
entertaining, the art had become reality.
Two artists were chosen as primary research; Victor Hugo and Gustave Dore.
Victor Hugo, more popularly known for his book Les Miserables, was also an artist. His
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watercolor paintings capture the foggy and gloomy feel that we were searching for. In
addition, Gustave Dore made etchings of everyday life in London, focusing on the poor
and working class. In his book, London, he has collected many scenes from the street
and dockside. His etchings have a very dark and shadowy feel that contrasts his use of
light. This contrast produces an intensified focus on the subject matter and a level of
mystery around the subject.
Collaboration
After a few meetings, we still had not found our metaphorical image, but much
work had been done. I had created a rough white model of what the setting might look
like, and the other designers had brought in their research images. It was clear that we
were all going in the same direction, but something was still missing, the metaphorical
image. We had all agreed upon the aesthetic and what we were trying to do with the
show, so now we started meshing our designs together. Since we were only seating the
center section, the design was going to be fairly narrow and long. It would extend out to
the audience, so that there wasn't a void between the actor and the audience. This
allowed for very long shadows and drastic angles for the Lighting Designer to utilize.
The costumes were going to be period, so the movement of actors in period clothing had
to be taken in account. The orchestra was to be located upstage and they would be used
to cast large shadows onto a backdrop. We would also have a mechanical barber's chair
that would drop the bodies in the orchestra pit.
At this point, the set was a single location that had a low bridge connecting two
stairways. There was also a small rolling box, similar to the box from the 1979
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Broadway show. There was also a stone street that extended out over the orchestra pit,
allowing for space for the bodies to be dropped. And then, we found our metaphorical
image.
As the design deadline was about a week away, Marie Ann Chimnet, the Chair of
Theater Department, came across an image from the HBO series, The Sopranos. The
image shows the Soprano family standing in a beached boat with the bodies of the
characters that have been killed throughout the series scattered around the boat. We
found this image to be perfect for our concept. It was gloomy, dark, and it expressed rage
and violence, but moreover it told a story. This image tells the story of this family, and
effectively shows that one never escapes from their crimes of rage and revenge. This
image became our metaphorical image.
The Redesign
Peter felt that the current setting was just not working with our metaphorical
image. The idea of water and the docks began to really attract all the designers. Marianne
had brought in an image that had a sailor wearing a red sock hat, Jessica had images of
fog filled streets and docks, and I had Dore and the images of his dock people. We
decided to move the setting to the docks of London. The dock became a meeting place
for the cast to tell the story, instead of recreating Fleet Street. Everything that the actors
would need to tell the story would be part of this wharf. All props would be onstage,
barrels become chairs, and planks become tables. The people of this world would be
dark, gloomy, wet, dirty, and dangerous. They would also be involved in the story
telling. It's interesting to note that Sweeney committed all of his murders in his
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neighborhood, with people standing outside. He and Ms. Lovett would cook the
murdered and then feed the dead right back to their neighbors. The idea of having people
always around raises the chances of being caught, which in turn creates heightened
drama. Having people watching what is going on strengthens the idea of an ensemble
working together to tell a story.
The move to dockside did not change the shape of the setting too much, however
it did change the overall purpose of the space. Originally, the purpose of the setting was
to recreate our own version of Fleet Street with real people who are living this nightmare.
However, the purpose of the space had become a Purgatory-like world for people who
have succumbed to rage and died from it. This setting is located between the real world
and Hell. The setting should connect these two places, but it also keeps these people
from continuing on. This idea pushed my attention to London’s Tower Bridge. The
bridge is a symbol of power, strength, oppression, and confinement. The shape and
texture of the Tower Bridge was also influential in the redesign. The material changed
from being all stone to mostly wood planks, however the towers remained stone. A much
higher bridge connected the two towers, and the rolling cubes changed to a platform that
would move up and downstage and rotate. The rolling platform would be moved and
turned by the ensemble.
The largest conceptual change was how to deal with the murders. I looked back
to the 2005 Revival performance, and its simplified way of dealing with the murders.
After trying many possibilities, the decision was agreed upon to not have mechanical
chair. The ensemble would be used as furies from Greek theater. As Sweeney would
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commit his murders, the ensemble would surround the victim and carry them away. This
premise helped the design immensely because now there was no need to worry about a
highly intricate piece of scenery that could be potentially dangerous while being very
time consuming. The final design change was to fill the orchestra pit with fog and light
from underneath the planked platform. The previous design of a stone street did not
allow for this effect, but with creating a wooden planked dock, this effect became
possible. This effect was also influenced by the revival. The lighting effects would
emphasize the mood of each scene, which was a constant reminder of a dark and gloomy
world.
Dealing with Locations
Many different locations are called for within this play. When using a single set
for many locations, a clear idea of each location needs to be established in order provide
a coherency to the story. If the audience does not know where the characters are, they
will become confused and less engaged. The show moves so quickly and the music is so
detailed that if an audience member is not fully engaged, the show will not be operating
at its full potential. The locations also need to flow quickly and seamlessly from one to
another. The music is the driving force that keeps the show moving, and the setting can
not interrupt this flow, in fact it should reinforce the flow by complementing the quick
changes in pace. Each of these locations are part of a larger world and they serve
multiple purposes in addition to providing specific locations. Each setting should be
defined by only a few elements that can be quickly assembled by the ensemble. When
these locations are not being used for their specific locale, they will be an active part of
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the world. The ensemble will live in these areas watching and reacting to the action. By
establishing a coherent flow from one location to another and by using minimal props to
define these locales, the setting does not interfere with the story that is being told. The
original Broadway production had this problem. The production used a blood squirting
razor and a mechanical chair that seemed to be more of a gimmick, than a powerful stage
image that reinforced the story. I believe the revival was successful in creating a more
powerful and theatrical experience by not using large set changes and by creating a
theatrical moment instead of using a mechanical barber chair.
The first location issue was Ms. Lovett’s Pie Shop and Sweeney upstairs
barbershop. The bake house and the furnace are also located beneath the pie shop. The
main issue with these locations is it that the locations need to appear to be connected.
Freshly murdered victims fall through the floor of the barbershop and drop into the
basement. This action happens in real time and needs to maintain its fluidity in so that
the action appears realistically possible but remains theatrical. The solution for creating
this combination of locations was to isolate two areas that doubled as both locations. The
spinning wagon and the Stage Right Tower became the pie shop. The barbershop was
also located on the spinning wagon. Ms. Lovett’s pie shop started on the wagon in a
downstage position. The setting included a barrel used as a chair and a crate dressed with
a banner, which was used as a counter top.
After Sweeney rents the upstairs room and turns it into his barbershop, the wagon
becomes the location of the barbershop. A bell is attached to the Stage Left Tower that
customers ring before entering the barbershop, and a faded rag is wrapped around a pylon
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in the likeness of a barber’s pole. The barbershop setting includes an old beaten up trunk
and a chair that serves as a barber chair. The Stage Left Tower is the setting for the
furnace and the bake house. The furnace is located inside the tower. When a victim is
put into the furnace, the tower is filled with smoke and a lighting effect accompanied by
sound gives the effect of a blazing fire. The bake house is located on the platform in
front of the tower. The bake house only needs a meat grinder and a door. The solution
for the door to that bake house was to use a freestanding door held by an ensemble
member. The ensemble member would open and close the door as if the door were on
hinges.
The second location issue was Judge Turin’s Mansion. Judge Turpin keeps
Johanna locked in her room and spies on her through the keyhole. The door from the
bake house serves for this purpose also, except that Johanna’s room is located on the
stage left platform. This door and a window lighting effect created the location.
Originally, the bridge was to serve as the window that Johanna signs from when Anthony
falls in love with her, but due to the rented costume and the actress’s fear of heights, this
idea changed. The solution was to create a piece of broken molding that would give an
impression of Johanna being confined. The molding would be carried by an ensemble
member and would move with Johanna during the song.
The third location issue was Perilli’s Wagon in the market place. When Sweeney
encounters the imposter Signor Adolofo Perilli, Perilli is peddling his Miracle Elixir from
a traveling wagon. It harkens to the look of a gypsy cart. However, bringing a large
traveling cart onstage would not work with the concept that had been established. The
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solution was to create a fabric drop for Perrilli’s wagon that would be hoisted up by the
ensemble like a sail from the towers. This drop and a few crates created the setting.
Finally, dealing with Fogg’s Asylum was the most simple of settings. The wagon was
brought downstage, the ensemble was placed on the wagon and the deck was light from
underneath. Dr. Fogg was armed with a pair of scissors and this completed the setting.
Using minimal props and maintaining a clear distinction of movement from place
to place created each of these locations. The Lighting Designer had much influence on
the creation of these locations because the most prominent factor in these locations were
the lighting effects.
1/4” Scale Model
After building the first rough white model and going through the redesign, I had
enough information to start constructing the scale model. By the time all the questions
were answered from the redesign, it was May 10th. The design is due May 12th. For the
model, 1/4” scale was chosen because any larger scale makes for a large and impractical
model. Tomlinson Theater is over 60' wide, in 1/2” scale; the model box only would be
over 30” wide. Any smaller scale does not allow for accurate detailing because it is so
small.
The model allows for seeing how the set will work in three dimensions. The
ground plan only shows what the set looks like from the top, the cross section only shows
what the set looks like from the side, but the model allows for viewing the set from any
angle. Renderings show dramatic and evocative images of the stage setting, but it is very
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hard to get a sense of depth with a rendering. The model also lets the director play and
work out blocking with a better sense of the space. The only piece of moving scenery
was the wagon, and with the model it was very easy to envision when the wagon should
move.
The model was also very helpful in explain the design to the Technical Director.
The Technical Director is the person responsible for building the set. The model was
used to show how the set would work and move. After seeing the model, the Technical
Director was able to make preliminary cost and build breakdowns. It also allowed him to
figure out any potential construction issues. If something was an issue to create in the
model, then it might be even a larger problem when being built in full scale. Balsa wood
was used to construct the majority of the model. The balsa wood also takes color the
same way lumber does which made the painted model much more accurate in relation to
what the set would actually look like.
In this process, I started to add crates and barrels to the setting to be used as
furniture and things of the sort. Using the model, the director and I were able to figure
out the configurations of each location and where things were to be placed, before the
cast went into rehearsal. The model is an important part of the design because not only
does it accommodate early planning, but it also informs the actors of what their world is
going to look like. When the model was complete, the design was approved and
draftings were handed in. The semester was now over, and we went our separate ways.
When we returned in the fall, construction began.
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CHAPTER 3
EXECUTING THE DESIGN

Special Effects

This show calls for many special effects and given that we had ideas of what these
effects should look like, we were then faced with the challenge of figuring out how to
create the effects. The largest effect that we had to deal with was Sweeney’s barber
chair. Given the complications of such a mechanically complex effect, our budget, and
build time constraints, we decided to not use a mechanical moving chair. Plus, this show
is not a show about a chair; it’s a show about vengeance consuming a man. Our concept
had established the idea of a Purgatory-like world in which everything used to tell the
story would be a part of this world. A mechanical barber’s chair is not commonly found
in a wharf. However, there had to be something special about this chair. Boxes and
creates serves for chairs elsewhere in this setting, but Sweeney’s chair is different.
Since our chair wasn’t going to be mechanical, we had to make the chair
visually different from everything else in this world. Everything in this world is
weather beaten and waterlogged. The chair that was chosen was nicely finished
in a dark stained wood. This contrast gave the chair the importance it demanded.
It was visually different, but it was still visually cohesive to the world. The chair
was a wooden armchair with a padded seat. The addition of a oval pad to the
upper part of the chair gave an impression of a barber’s chair. The fabric used on
the chair was a maroon velvet. During the development of dealing with the
murders, the decision was made not to use stage blood. This decision also
sparked a conversation about the brutality of murder.
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Slitting a persons throat who is sitting right in front you, is a very intimate
and elegant kind of murder. Given our concept, we felt that a more brutal and
theatrical moment was needed for our murders. Marianne’s image of a sailor in a
red sock hat triggered the idea to use a red sock hat to death. Since the color of
the cap was significant to representing blood, red was not used anywhere else on
the set or in the costumes. This made the hat stand out when it appeared on stage.
The sequence of each death was started with Sweeney slitting the throat of a
victim; followed by an ensemble member covering the victim’s head with the red
sock hat. The victim was then carried off by the ensemble and placed in the
furnace.
The furnace was another effect that followed in sequence of the murders.
After the victims were murdered and carried off, they were placed into the
furnace. The furnace was located in the Stage Left Tower. This effect was
achieved by cutting a square hole into the platform which was inside the tower.
The hole was covered with expanded metal, so that actors could still walk on the
platform. The hole allowed for a light to shine up through the platform. A fog
machine was also placed underneath the platform. When a victim was placed in
the furnace, the tower would fill with smoke, and the lighting effect would create
the appearance of a fire underneath and around the victim.
In addition to the smoke from the furnace, another fog machine was used
to fill the orchestra pit with low lying fog. The use of fog in the pit and the
lighting effect gave the illusion of water underneath the extended deck. As we
tested this effect, we found that it was too costly and impractical to fill the pit
17

with fog for the entire length of the show. The Lighting Designer made use of the
fog whenever the “Ballad of Sweeney Todd” was sung. This established a sense
of ritual with the growing rage of Sweeney Todd. With the two fog machines
being used, there was always a bit of haze hanging in the air. This haze created
shafts of light which highlighted the drastic angles that the Lighting Designer had
created. The haze also gave the space more depth because you can see the beam
of light. Also, the haze adds a slightly fuzziness to the environment. The effect is
similar to that of Dore’s etchings, where the subject is highlighted but also very
much surrounded by mystery.
The scrim backdrop was a development that occurred from our concept of
using the orchestra to cast shadows on a back drop. Being influenced from the
images of the Theater Grand Guignol, the orchestra would cast large shadows on
this backdrop which would create a very dark and spooky image behind the
characters on stage. This effect would be used during the murders to show the
growing strength of Sweeney’s rage, and hopefully emphasize the scariness of his
rage. In addition to being a surface on which to cast shadows, the scrim backdrop
had an image painted upon that help connect our setting to London. The image
chosen was a Dore etching called “London By Rail”. The image was distorted to
possess more vertical lines. It also visually connected the two large towers.
Scrim can be opaque and transparent, depending on how it is lite. Scrim was
chosen just for this reason. The Lighting Designer wanted more flexibility with
the use of this backdrop in terms of telling her visual story. The backdrop could
provide a clear view of the image, a total blackout, and the image could disappear
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when lite from behind. This provided for another level of depth to the setting and
created a transition between reality and a more abstract or metaphorical emotion.
Construction of Set
During the summer break, small conversations continued amongst the design
team, but these conversations were mostly about small details. No large changes
occurred. Classes started on August 30th, 2010. The technical director had already made
a lumber order, and had already drawn construction drawings for the towers and
platforms. When the materials arrived on the 31st, we discovered that the lumber
delivered was water logged and in some places, frozen. This issue led the lumber to warp
and twist. The lumber was also very heavy which made construction much more
difficult. Unfortunately, the university has a contract with this lumber yard, which
prevented us from seeking out better lumber. Construction began on September 1st, 2010,
The first thing that was done to the space was to hang all the masking curtains and
the cyclorama. This is done first because the curtains can be flown out and provides an
open stage for construction. The first piece of scenery to be built was the main deck. It
was constructed of 2X6 planks. It measured an overall length of 28’ and 22’ at its widest
point, which extended into the house. The planks were spaced with 1/2” spacing in
between them, so that we could have a groove to track the moving platform. Also, this
allowed for light and fog to rise through the gaps from the orchestra pit. Once the deck
was laid down, construction began on the two large towers. The towers were constructed
as stud walls, similar to wall construction in homes. They were built with 2X4’s and
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screwed together to make the framing of the towers. The towers were then covered with
!” lujan sheeting, and stored until they were ready to be textured and painted.
After the deck was laid down, most construction moved back into the shop and
the electrics crew began hanging their light plot. It is important that these two crews
keep in communication about schedule as to not waste very valuable work time. Our
crews were very good about maintaining this communication. It made the process very
easy to work out any issues that were encountered. The shop started shaping the foam
stones that were to be applied to towers and building the planked platforms. Due to size
of the towers, the stones and texture was applied while the towers were lying flat on the
stage.
Once the stones and texture was applied, a base coat of paint went on the towers.
They were then stood up and put into place. With electrics crew having finished their
hang, the orchestra pit was then lowered, and the support for the deck extension was
installed. The electrics crew installed the strip lights and the plumbing for the fog
machine, followed by the set crew installing the platforms around the towers. The scrim
fabric for the drop arrived and a pipe pocket and grommets were added. The fabric
bought was a remnant, which was cheaper, but requires the extra labor to make it suitable
for the stage.
The process of painting the scrim drop was to cartoon the image first on a backing
drop. The transferring of the image was accomplished by using a projector to enlarge the
image. The scrim was then placed over the large image. The cartoon can be seen
through the scrim, which allows the scenic artist to retrace the lines of the image. This
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process took longer than anticipated due to the size of the drop, but proved to be very
effective. Once the drop made it on stage, additional toning was needed to help create the
desired effect, but once completed the image was able to disappear, reappear, and provide
a blackout when properly lite.
As painting on the drop continued, the set continued to be worked on. The
installation of steps and pylons were next. The pylons were created by using 10”
Sonotube. Sonotube is a cardboard tube that is commonly used in theater because it
cheap and lightweight. The pylons were cut to height and a plywood top was also
installed. The moving wagon was constructed next. The wagon was designed to move
up and down stage and be able to rotate 360 degrees. A smaller metal wagon was built
that was centered underneath the wagon. This smaller wagon had a “knife blade”
tracking system and a pillow block, which allowed for the rotation of the larger wagon.
The theater department specially bought eight “zero throw” swivel caster just for this
wagon because the casters provided the wagon with the ability to rotate and roll over the
gaps in the planking easily.
The boxes and crates came from the theaters stock of scenery pieces and had been
present in rehearsal since the first day. Only paint was added to these boxes before they
went on stage. Using these existing boxes and crates helped keep the set under budget
and time wasn’t spent on their construction. As tech week approached, the final pieces of
the set were being constructed and a lot of paint was going on the set. The paint
treatment for the whole set was to appear very wet and dirty. To achieve this treatment,
many layers of paint that had been thinned with water was applied to the set. The paint
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was applied by using sprayers, which gave the set a naturally wet and dirty appearance.
The final piece of scenery to be started was Perilli’s drop. It was painted in a similar way
to the scrim drop except that the cartooning was done right on the drop as opposed to a
backing drop. A projector was again used to transfer the image.
The Saturday before we started the tech process, Peter and the musical director
determined that the orchestra could no longer be behind the setting. Originally, the idea
was that the orchestra would be behind the scrim drop and their shadows would be cast
onto the drop. Given the experience and skill of the actors, Katya felt strongly that it
would be an unwise choice to not be able to see the performers and conduct them. The
issue now became where do we put the orchestra? After getting together and talking
about this on the stage, it was determined to put the orchestra in the house. We were only
seating the center section of our seating, so the first three rows of the left section of
seating were removed. The orchestra and the Musical Director were placed there. This
impacted the design in many ways. The audience now saw the orchestra, which is
traditional, however the additional light from the orchestra was always present. The
Lighting Designer did a nice job of trying to minimize the amount of light, however the
orchestra was still visible. However, the loss of the shadow effect didn’t pose any issues.
Also, the strength of the effect had diminished over the process due the effectiveness of
other effects. Once the orchestra had been moved, our build time was over and tech
rehearsal was starting.
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Tech Week
Tech week started on October 2nd. At this point the scrim drop was still being
worked on, and the Perilli drop was still being painted. Tech week is the time that all the
technical elements come together with the actors and the show is put together. It is very
important to have all the scenic elements constructed and finished before going into to the
tech process. This is the time to perfect the show and not being able to see the entire
picture can be problematic and waste a lot of creative time. The Lighting Designer was
very generous in waiting on the two scenic pieces that the shop was still working on.
That communication between the Lighting Designer and myself became even more
important during this period because working time was so limited.
The tech process went fairly smoothly. As the costume, lights, and set came
together with the actors, everyone in the house became very excited about the work that
had been done. The actors were great with exploring the set. They asked many questions
and were very energetic when working in the space. The actors were especially good
when moving the wagon on stage. The wagon was designed to be moved by the actors,
and it was rewarding to see them working, using, and enjoy moving the wagon. The
Saturday of tech week, our Artistic Director, Doug C. Wager, attended the rehearsal. He
commented that there was something missing with our concept. It was clear that we had
a concept, but it was unclear why the story was being told. In this Purgatory-like world,
why would these people come together to tell this story? After some very interesting
conversation about a “zombie-like” kind of quality, some exercises were done with the
cast to try to figure out what was missing. This issue didn’t pose any problems for the
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set, however it created a lot of extra work for the Lighting Designer. After 2 days of
reworking, the opening of the show had changed and the lighting design had been
reworked. The show now started with the ensemble slowly filling the stage and passing
around a razor. This concept showed the connection between the real world of the razor,
and the story world of Sweeney, who is conjured by the ensemble at the end of the
opening sequence. The cast had a preview on October 13th, and a cleanup rehearsal on
the 14th. Opening night was October 15th, 2010. The show was sold out.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION

Looking back on the whole process, I’m very pleased with the outcome. The
whole design team made very bold choices, and I feel that our collaborative work led to
the success of the show. Aside from the design aspect, the show was also very well cast.
Rob Kahn and Rebecca Rich, who are MFA acting students, played Sweeney and Ms.
Lovett in this production. Their performances were very captivating and it was a joy to
watch them perform in the world that I had designed.
With every show there are always things you would have done differently or
things that didn’t quite work the way they were intended. The idea that all the props
needed for the show where be onstage worked very well with the exception of the broken
balcony piece. This was the solution for Johanna not being able to be on the bridge. The
prop visually fit into the world, but unfortunately it did not work very well for the show.
Due to the actress’s fear of heights, it was difficult to give her a sense of elevation. This
prop was to make it appear as if she was standing on a terrace. However the way it was
handled on stage made it very unbelievable because Johanna was not physically elevated.
The furnace effect also did not reach its full potential. I believe that the idea of the effect
works, but the execution of the effect was weak. This effect had the least amount of time
spent on it due to the fact that the Lighting Designer was trying to rework her design.
The effect just didn’t have the same level of precision as the other effects did. It was also
difficult to get the actors to replicate their movements every time they were placed in the
furnace.
The most successful part of the show was the operation of the moving platform
wagon. This piece of scenery worked better than I had ever imagined. The original idea
was to use a rolling cube similar to that of the original show, however this idea no longer
worked with the new design. The new wagon was moved by ensemble members, which
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really connected them to the world. The actors moved the wagon by hooking ropes to
dock cleats on each corner of the platform. This image provided a strong sense of hard
manual labor that these characters would experience every day. With this movement, the
actors became like a machine that keep the show moving. The wagon was not only used
for location, but it was also used during musical numbers. This simple rolling platform
dramatically changed the movement of the show, provided another level, and gave the
transitions from scene to scene a level of theatrically and grace.
The Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival, KCACTF, reviewed the
show. Jessica and I both received “Excellence in Design” awards for our work. After
speaking with the respondent, it was very clear that he had picked up on our ideas. Not
only did he mention that the set had qualities of the London Bridge, but also that he saw
the setting as a guillotine, an iconic figure of death and London. I feel that the overall
success of this show came from the design team and Peter being able to work so well
together. Often in theater, the process is overshadowed by the final product. However
good the show was, my experience working with my fellow coleuges was the most
rewarding part of this production.
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APPENDIX A- RENDERING OF INITIAL CONCEPT
CREATED WITH PHOTOSHOP

SWEENEY’S BARBERSHOP
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APPENDIX B- PHOTOGRAPHS OF SCALE MODEL

MODEL OF SET

GENERAL LOOK
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APPENDIX C- RESEARCH COLLAGE
SWEENEY TODD: THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET STREET
RESEARCH COLLAGE
Scenic Designer: Kyle Melton
May 12th, 2010.
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APPENDIX D- RENEDERINGS
CREATED WITH VECTORWORKS 2011 AND PHOTOSHOP.

VECTORWORKS WIREFRAME DRAWING

MS. LOVETTS PIE SHOP
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“CITY ON FIRE”

GENERAL LOOK
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APPENDIX E- SCENE/LOCATION BREAKDOWN
SWEENEY TODD: THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET STREET
Scene/Location Breakdown
Scenic Designer: Kyle Melton
May 12, 2010
PROLOGUE
"Organ Prelude" GENERAL SETTING
"The Ballad of Sweeney Todd" GENERAL SETTING
ACT 1
"No Place Like London" FLEET STREET
"The Barber and His Wife" FLEET STREET
"The Worst Pies in London" MS. LOVETTES PIE SHOP
"Poor Thing" MS. LOVETTES PIE SHOP
"My Friends" MS. LOVETTES PIE SHOP
"The Ballad of Sweeney Todd" (reprise) – GENERAL SETTING
"Green Finch and Linnet Bird" JUDGE TURPIN’S WINDOW
"Ah, Miss" STREET
"Johanna" – STREET
"Pirelli's Miracle Elixir" MARKETPLACE
"The Contest" MARKETPLACE
"The Contest (Tooth-Pulling Sequence)” MARKETPLACE
"The Ballad of Sweeney Todd (reprise)" STREET
"Johanna (Judge's Song)" TURPIN’S MANSION
"Wait" STRRET
"Pirelli's Death" SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
"The Ballad of Sweeney Todd (Three Tenors)" GENERAL SETTING
"Kiss Me" STREET
"Ladies in Their Sensitivities" JUDGE TURPIN’S CHAMBERS
"Kiss Me (Quartet)" STREET/ JUUDGES CHAMBERS
"Pretty Women" SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
"Epiphany" SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
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"A Little Priest" SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
ACT 2
"God, That's Good!" OUTSIDE THE PIE SHOP
"Johanna (Quartet)" SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP/STREET
"By the Sea" MS. LOVETT’S PIE SHOP
"Wigmaker Sequence; The Ballad of Sweeney Todd" (reprise)
SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
"The Letter" SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
"Not While I'm Around" MS. LOVETT’S PIE SHOP
"Sweet Polly Plunket" MS. LOVETT’S PIE SHOP
"The Tower of Bray" MS. LOVETT’S PIE SHOP/FURNACE
"The Ballad of Sweeney Todd" (reprise) GENERAL SETTING
"Fogg's Asylum" FOGG’S ASYLUM
"City on Fire" FLEET STREET
"Searching" FLEET STREET
"Ah, Miss" (reprise) SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
"Beggar Woman's Lullaby" SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
"The Judge's Return" SWEENEY’S BARBER SHOP
"Final Sequence" SWEENEY’S PIE SHOP/FURNACE
"The Ballad of Sweeney Todd (Epilogue)" FLEET STREET
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APPENDIX F- SONG LIST
SWEENEY TODD: THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET STREET
Song List
Scenic Designer: Kyle Melton
May 12, 2010

PROLOGUE
" P.1 "Organ Prelude"
" P.2 "The Ballad of Sweeney Todd" – Company
ACT 1
" 1.1 "No Place Like London" – Todd, Anthony, Beggar Woman
" 1.2 "The Barber and His Wife" – Todd
" 1.3 "The Worst Pies in London" – Mrs. Lovett
" 1.4 "Poor Thing" – Mrs. Lovett, Todd
" 1.5 "My Friends" – Todd, Mrs. Lovett
" 1.6 "The Ballad of Sweeney Todd" (reprise) – Ensemble
" 1.7 "Green Finch and Linnet Bird" – Johanna
" 1.8 "Ah, Miss" – Anthony, Johanna, Beggar Woman
" 1.9 "Johanna" – Anthony
" 1.10 "Pirelli's Miracle Elixir" – Tobias Ragg, Todd, Mrs. Lovett, ensemble
" 1.11 "The Contest" – Pirelli
" 1.12 "The Contest (Tooth-Pulling Sequence)" – Pirelli, Tobias
" 1.13 "The Ballad of Sweeney Todd (reprise)" – Ensemble
" 1.14 "Johanna (Judge's Song)" – Judge Turpin
" 1.15 "Wait" – Beggar Woman, Mrs. Lovett, Todd
" 1.16 "Pirelli's Death" – Pirelli
" 1.17 "The Ballad of Sweeney Todd (Three Tenors)" – Ensemble
" 1.18 "Kiss Me" – Johanna, Anthony
" 1.19 "Ladies in Their Sensitivities" – Beadle Bamford
" 1.20 "Kiss Me (Quartet)" – Beadle Bamford, Johanna, Anthony, Judge Turpin
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" 1.21 "Pretty Women" – Todd, Judge Turpin
" 1.22 "Epiphany" – Todd
" 1.23 "A Little Priest" – Todd and Mrs. Lovett
ACT 2
" 2.1 "God, That's Good!" – Tobias, Mrs. Lovett, Todd, ensemble
" 2.2 "Johanna (Quartet)" – Anthony, Todd, Johanna, Beggar Woman
" 2.3 "By the Sea" – Mrs. Lovett, Todd
" 2.4 "Wigmaker Sequence; The Ballad of Sweeney Todd" (reprise) – Todd, Anthony,
ensemble
" 2.5 "The Letter" – Ensemble
" 2.6 "Not While I'm Around" – Tobias, Mrs. Lovett
" 2.7 "Sweet Polly Plunket" – Beadle Bamford, Mrs. Lovett, Tobias
" 2.8 "The Tower of Bray" – Beadle Bamford, Mrs. Lovett, Tobias
" 2.9 "The Ballad of Sweeney Todd" (reprise) – Ensemble
" 2.10 "Fogg's Asylum" – Ensemble
" 2.11 "City on Fire" – Ensemble, Beggar Woman, Johanna, Anthony
" 2.12 "Searching" – Todd, Mrs. Lovett
" 2.13 "Ah, Miss" (reprise) – Anthony, Johanna
" 2.14 "Beggar Woman's Lullaby" – Beggar Woman
" 2.15 "The Judge's Return" – Todd, Judge Turpin
" 2.16 "Final Sequence" – Todd, Mrs. Lovett, Tobias
" 2.17 "The Ballad of Sweeney Todd (Epilogue)" – Company
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APPENDIX G- DRAFTINGS

GROUNDPLAN DRAWING

CENTERLINE SECTION DRAWING
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DECK AND WAGON DETAIL DRAWINGS

UPSTAGE PLATFORMS DETAIL DRAWINGS
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TOWER AND BRIDGE DETAIL DRAWINGS
DRAFTINGS WERE CREATED WITH VECTORWORKS 2010
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APPENDIX H- PAINTED ELEVATIONS
PLATFORMS AND WAGON
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DECK
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TOWER ELEVATIONS
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PERILLI DROP

44

SCRIM BACKDROP
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APPENDIX I- LINE SET SCHEDULE
SWEENEY TODD: THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET STREET
Line Set Schedule
Scenic Designer: Kyle Melton
May 12th, 2010
Line set #:
!"##
3"##
="##
4"##
H"#
F"#
I"#
B"#
J"#
!6"#
!!"#
!3"#
13:
!4"#
!H"#
!F"#
!I"##
!B"#
!J"#
36"##
3!"#
33"#
3="#
34"#
3H"#
3F"#

$%&'#()*+%&'"##,*&-#./&0.+#12#345#678#
(9:;<##
>9#$%?@&'0#9/0A#B5#C&D/#+%EA#3!5#F7#>9#2*1-#(/'+/*#9&'/8#
!>,#:9:(,<G(#
(9:;<#
><#$%?@&'0#9/0A#!65#C&D/#+%EA#3=5#F7#2*1-#(/'+/*#9&'/8##
(9:;<#
3'D#:9:(,<G(#
(9:;<#
:K&L#,.&'0#%'D#!#M7#./-N#*1N/#?C%0?8##,*&-#,OP#EQ#P/?&0'/*8#
OR<P:<"#+*&-#./&0.+A#335#678#
$%?@&'0#,%E?"##
SR Masking Leg- 8' wide tab, 21' 4" from Center Line.
SL Masking Leg- 15' wide tab, 15' 8" from Center Line.
3rd ELECTRIC
>S*&-#D*1N#C&+.#$%?@&'0A#>S*&-#&?#!F5#C&D/#EQ#335#+%LL8##T%'0#
-%?@&'0#2*1-#/D0/#12#?S*&-#%'D#*)'#+1#/'D#12#E%++/'U#>9#%'D#
><8##T%'0#E1*D/*#2*1-#B5#D*1N#N&N/#122#12#E%++/'8##
(9:;<#
4+.#:9:(,<G(#
(QSL1*%-%## #
(9:;<#
(9:;<#
(9:;<#
H,T#:9:(,<G(#
(9:;<#
(9:;<#
(9:;<#
(9:;<#
(9:;<!
!
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APPENDIX J- PROPS LIST
SWEENEY TODD: THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET STREET
Props List
Scenic Designer: Kyle Melton
May 12th, 2010
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),##;%
$+(%

7+.%(-#>.0%<#"%
3% !("+;;+%
3% <#"%,#78%,#%)+,%#-%
3% (1,(-%78%,#78%

3E5G%
3E2T%
3E2T%

@C((-(8%
4#F(,,%
W#78%

7;1*=%71.%

.#()%#F("%1*,#"%
3% 0(16%

3E2X%

W>"$+-%

*#>*0%
"1.%
7#,,;(%#<%^+-%
1-6%.;1))%
A>,*0("%*;(1F("%
"#;;+-.%$+-%
!"#$%$
%%

3% :16(%<"#:%7#H()%
3% %%
4#F(,,%.+F()%,#%
3% ,#78%
3% %%
3% %%
%%

3EXO%
3EX5%

Z#1--1%
@C((-(8%

1;:#),%;+=(%*#>-,("%
$>,%#F("%W>"$+-%78%
@C((-(8%
%%
!("+;;+%.(,)%),><<(6%+-)+6(L%
W#7+1)%)+,)%#-%,">-=L%C0+;(%
!("+;;+?)%01-6%+)%),+*=+-.%#>,%
A#H%
(6+7;(I%
(H(*,+#-("%,8$(%71.%,01,%
.#()%#F("%*#-6(:-6)%
0(16%
B-,0#-8%1-6%Z#1--%1"(%
)+,,+-.%
>)(6%<#"%*;(1-+-.%"1S#")%

3EX[%
3E[Y%
3E[Y%
%%

4#F(,,%
@C((-(8%
4#F(,,%
%%

.(,)%0+:%6">-=_%
%%
%%
%%

D0+),;(%
/#+-%!>")(%
<+F(%$#>-6)%

%%

)*#>".(%
A+7;(%
A1"7("%$#;(%
1-6%7(;;%
C##6(-%*01+"%
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:(1,%$+()%
:>.)%
$+,*0(")%

6#S(-I% %%
1%;#,%
1%;#,%
T% %%
:16(%<"#:%7#H()L%
)(1,+-.%1"(1%
3% :18%-((6%;1-=%,#$%
)("F+-.%,"18)%
T% %%
):1;;("%,01-%
7(;;%
3% 71"7("%7(;;%
A1"7("%/01+"%
3% 1""+F()%+-%1%7#H%
$>;;(6%*;#)(6%<#"%
Q>"-1*(%*>",1+-%
3% 71=(%0#>)(%
7>,*0("%7;#*=%
3% +-%71=(%0#>)(%
J(1,%^"+-6("%
3% +-%71=(%0#>)(%
>)(6%+-%,"+*=%#<%
),1*=%#<%7##=)%
3% *01+"%
@#;6%#>,%)+.-%
3% %%
):#=+-.%$+$(%
):#=(6%78%
#"%*+.%
3% @C((-(8%

TE3%
TE3%
TE3%

9-)(:7;(%
9-)(:7;(%
,#78%

TE3%
TE3%

9-)(:7;(% %%
,#78K;#F(,,% %%

TET%
TE2%

4#F(,,%
9-)(:7;(%

TE2%
TEY%
TEY%

%%
%%
%%

TEY%
TEY%

@C((-(8%
W#78%

TE3O%

@C((-(8%

`#7a(*,`%

TE33%

4#F(,,%

6#()%0(%):#=(I%
)0(%+)%,0"#C+-.%#7a(*,)%+-%
#F(-%

TE3[%
TE3[%
TE3[%

A(16;(%
4#F(,,%
4#F(,,%

7"#>.0,%#-%78%(-)(:7;(%
%%
%%

TE3[%

4#F(,,%

%%

TETO%
TETT%
TETT%

4#F(,,%
@C((-(8%
@C((-(8%

3% %%

TET5%

@C((-(8%

3% C#"=%+-%$"#."())%

TET5%

4#F(,,%

(6+7;(I%
%%
%%
0(%C"+,()%1%-#,(%,#%Z>6.(%
W>"$+-%
)0(%+)%:1=+-.%+,%<#"%,#78L%
*0(*=%C+,0%*#),>:()_%

1%<(C%

7#68%$1",)%
$;18(6%78%A(16;(%
3% +-%4#F(,,)%
3% %%
3% %%

V1":#-+>:%
*1)0%7#H%%
;#.%7##=%
/#+-)%

:1-8%

7#-b7#-%
*#+-%$>")(%
!+),#;%
N>+;;%$(-%1-6%
$1$("%
01;<%<+-+)0(6%
:><<;("%
=-+,,+-.%
-((6;()%
V>.(%$1+"%#<%
)*+))#")%

1%<(C%
/1-68%
3% .+F(-%,#%B-,0#-8%
3% .+F(-%,#%B-,0#-8%

3%)(,%

%%

%%
3% %%
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$1",%#<%7##:+-.%7>)+-())%
%%
%%

>)(6%,#%)>::#-)%W#78%
@C((-(8?)%71"7("%*01+"%
*;#)(6%<#"%<+"),%,+:(%+-%
)0#CE%
7#HI%
(F+;%;##=+-.%
7>-6;(%,+(6%C+,0%"#$(%#"%
7(;,%
-#%:#"(%$+()_%

TET5%% 4#F(,,%

%%

TE5X%

%%

B-,0#-8%

APPENDIX K- PRODUCTION PHOTOS

“PERILLI’S MIRACLE ELIXIR”

“EPIPHANY”
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“JOHANNA”

“GOD THAT’S GOOD!”
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FOGG’S ASYLUM

LUCY’S DEATH
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THE BALLAD OF SWEENEY TODD

CURTAIN CALL
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